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About Engage Works
Ourfull service creative agency has new 
offices in Londonanda base inDubai, where 
we combine the best creativewith cutting 
edgetechnologyto realise unique, innovative 
and bespoke immersive experiences that 
excite, inspire and engage.
Our experiences are designed toenhance 
communication and entertainment through 
interaction and engagement. We create digital 
spaces for brand experiences, innovation 
centres, museums, expos, visitor centres, 
marketing suites and retail environments.

We’re also 
raising the bar
on Hybrid 
Events…
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We produce 
compelling events 
that are, engaging, 
interactive and 
memorable. 
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And we have a broad knowledge in 
designing, producing and delivering world-
class hybrid events and experiences.

Our team has come from a wide variety of 
backgroundsenabling us to pull expertise 
from many sectors to create an experience 
for you, like no other.

We are specialists 
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Our projects have a reputation for 
creativity, innovation and engagement, 
and we now work with some global 
brands and businesses across a wide 
range of sectors.

“What the team created, and delivered was enormous. Thanks for helping us not 
just create something ground-breaking, and collaborative but bring our team 
together in such a powerful way. The production was incredible, so slick, so 
committed.”

Emily Hill – Director of Events
www.ninetyone.com  

“Engage have delivered multiple events, creating engaging formats tailored to 
budget & experience, sometimes in timelines spanning days not weeks! These 
guys are fun to work with & put simply deliver compelling virtual & hybrid events”

Mike Dynan – Founder & CEO
www.theassemblyevents.com

Global Collaboration 
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Watch 
the
Case 
study

Play

We were asked by Gallagher, a 
global employee benefits provider, 
to deliver a remote event to inspire 
their staff and communicate their 
new strategy.

The event needed to bring the 
strategy to lifeand give staff the 
opportunity to feedback and get 
real answers to their questions. 

Connecting audiences
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https://vimeo.com/486368460
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Plan a hybrid event package 
that works for you…
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Our base solution using advanced 
remote video conferencing technology 
to connect with your attendees. 

Option 1 Hybrid

Core Packages and options

Our complete solution using a broad suite of 
networking + live broadcasting technologies 
to tailor truly engaging hybrid event 
experiences.

Option 2 Hybrid ++
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You want to have a meeting using a video conferencing (VC) solution, and you 
want to raise the bar. We’re able to offer a basic solution that enables us to manage 
your VC, participants & audience, playing in full-screen video and using digital post-
it note interaction, polls & more…

Super accessible: Attendees 
log on via VC, as they are used 
to, but can enjoy a completely 
different experience with new 
levels of audience engagement 
and interaction.

Option 1 Hybrid
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Analytics

Video call 
management

Delegate contributor 
management

Full screen 
video playback

Production support

Digital post-it notes Basic facilitation Polls & Q&A

Option 1 Hybrid

Core features
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This is where our virtual gallery comes in to its own. We can deliver a TV-like experience, 
picture in picture, graphic overlays, live discussion panels and more. Remote 
presenters have their own dedicated video channels, and we can upscale our core team 
to include a producer/show caller, lead virtual gallery engineer, support engineers & the 
wider events team, as needed.

Option 2 Hybrid ++
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Option 2 Hybrid ++

Creative team 
access

Virtual gallery
engineering team

Dedicated video channels 
& comms for speakers

Picture in 
picture

Graphic overlays

Live discussion panels

Dedicated show-caller

Next level 
production support

Analytics

Video call 
management

Full screen video 
playback

Production support

Digital post-it notes Basic facilitation Polls & Q&A

Core features
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AdditionalBolt-Ons

Event CateringBroadcast camera setups 
& greenscreen

Myriad production & 
content options

Access to our Flux Innovation 
lounge event space.

Access to cutting-edge tech Production facilities at
your venue of choice

Speakers & talent Other spaces & facilities in 
the Greenwich Design District



Location
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Location

Our studio and dedicated event 
space is located in London’s 
newest design district. Built for 
purpose, with bespoke facilities 
and the ability to upscale your 
event using neighbouring 
spaces and facilities.

Greenwich 
Design District
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Location

Powered by Engage Works, Flux is a 
truly unique virtual and physical 
collaboration space that encourages 
attendees to think differently, while 
working in a unique technology-rich 
environment, curated by our team of 
creative technologists.

An indispensable environment to 
take your event to the next level.
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‘A space for ideas, Flux is one 
of London’s most celebrated 
creative venues.’
–Time Out Magazine



Support &
Approach 
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Strategy

Project 
management

On-going support User experience AV & broadcast 
engineers

Facilitation
Content design 

&
production 

Training Event design

We provide strategy, creative 
design, event co-ordination, 
technical delivery and support.
This means that we’re with you 
every step of the way.

Support  and  Approach
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Support  and  Approach

• Understanding Requirements
• Explaining your options

• Mapping out your 
best solution & 
exactly what’s 
involved 

• Pre-production
• Rehearsals
• Event 

• Sharing analytics
• What have we learnt? 
• I like, I wish  

1

3

2
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Proposals

Review

Brief & Discovery

Delivery

We work with you to create your 
ideal event format and budget.
Once we understand what you 
want to achieve, we can help 
design the detail of your event.
Led by creative and strategy; 
grounded in robust technology.
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See you soon

London
Greenwich Design District, Building B2, Unit 1, 1st Floor, 
1 Barton Yard, Soames Walk, London, SE10 0BN
T. +44 20 7265 0258
info@engageworks.com

Dubai
Suite 504, Onyx Tower 1, The Greens, Dubai, 
U.A.E, PO Box 450533 
T. +971 4 457 4313
infodubai@engageworks.com

www.engageworks.com

Event enquiries
Richard.ward@engageworks.com  

+44 7951 446 954

mailto:info@engageworks.com?subject=
mailto:infodubai@engageworks.com

